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Water search is an
increasingly common
task undertaken by
mountain rescue
teams and it can be
a challenging
environment to plan,
manage and operate
a search in. This article
aims to discuss some
of the management
issues associated with
water search; it is
mainly concerned with
where to search rather
than the precise details
of how to search – that
is covered on a various
courses including the
Mountain Rescue
Water Rescue syllabus..

Water search factors
There are a number of

considerations a team needs to

consider when managing a water

search including:

The Point Last Seen
(PLS) or Last Known
Position (LKP)
The PLS or LKP is used to

establish an Initial Planning Point

for the search.

Obtaining witness statements

may be required and it can be

helpful to mark the location with a

marker buoy or create reference

points to help identify it when the

search team is close to it.

It may be useful, if conditions

allow, to reproduce the scene for a

witness as judging distances and

scale is extremely difficult.

Time
The time at which the person

entered the water (or was

estimated to have entered the

water) combined with the speed of

water movement can be used to

determine a theoretical maximum

distance travelled by the missing

person (and used to provide

containment by ‘closing the box.’)

Survival time is also a factor in

determining when to suspend a

search, in water at 10˚C the

survival times are about one hour

but this depends on other factors

such as body mass and personal

protective equipment.

Water course type
Most people are just slightly

negatively buoyant when they have

lost any buoyancy provided by air

trapped in clothes. They will

generally sink slowly to the bottom

of a water course until

decomposition gases refloat them

at some point in the future. The

exception to this is when a person

has a high body mass index, in

which case they may always be

slightly positively buoyant.

Static or very slow moving water

has little energy to move a person

unless they are buoyant and

exposed to surface wind drift, a
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history of wind strength and its

direction can then become

important search planning data.

Water that is moving quickly can

transport a person a distance but

how far is dependent on a number

of other factors, including the

frequency of snag or entrapment

hazards. The roughness of the

water course also has a bearing of

how far a person will be carried (a

boulder-filled mountain stream will

have a different influence on a

person when compared to a

manmade smooth concrete flood

channel). Once a person is on the

bottom of the river they will

become stationary, or only slow

moving, until they rise again due to

increased river flow rate or the

build up of decomposition gases.

A water course that is in spate

has a full depth of water

movement and is picking up

material from the bed and sides of

the water course. It has a very

large amount of energy and can

transport people and other

materials considerable distances.

Nature of the water the
missing person entered
Cold water is very debilitating for

an unprepared person, whereas

warm water is more survivable

from a casualty’s perspective and

they will have more energy to

struggle for longer and potentially

move from away from the initial

planning point.

Fresh water versus sea water

may have an influence in some

locations, especially in estuaries

where fresh water can over lay

denser salt water (and even move

in different directions). The

direction a missing person would

move is dependent on whether

they are in the fresh or salt water.

In terms of body recovery,

warmer water promotes the

refloating of a body due to rate of

build up of decomposition gases.

Clothing and
equipment
Having the right equipment will

help to keep a person afloat for

longer whereas the wrong

equipment will mean a person will

struggle to stay afloat. Wearing

waders without a suitable life

jacket can quickly overwhelm a

person as they fill with water and

become difficult to swim in.

A heavy jacket can quickly

become a major hindrance,

especially if trying to lift arms out of

the water.

Waterproof clothing initially traps

air and can provide some

buoyancy but it leaks away,

especially if a person struggles.

Experience
In the water rescue world the

experience of going to ‘Victim

School’ is considered as an

essential experience for all people

who may be required to operate

next to water. Learning about

aggressive and defensive

swimming is a key skill for survival

in an energy-sapping

environment. Knowing how to read

moving water and avoid obstacles

is vital.

People with experience of the

environment will often have

suitable personal protective

equipment, such as dry suits,

lifejackets or personal flotation

devices.

People with little or no experience

of water will quickly be overcome

by the environment, panic and

attempt to swim ineffectively.

Mental capability
Along with experience, mental

capability is another important

factor in determining how much

effort a person may put into

surviving. Alcohol and drugs

severely reduce a person’s ability
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to respond to an accidental entry

into water and are a major

contributing factor in many

drownings around the UK each

year.

A positive mental attitude along

with a strong survival instinct can

keep people afloat for longer and,

in moving water, they will travel

further; even in still water they may

struggle away from the initial

planning point heading towards

the shore or a potential safe

haven.

Statistical information
Although over a thousand people

a year drown there is actually very

little data about how far a person is

found away from the initial

planning point. There are a few

studies that provide statistical

information, such as Marian

Hardy’s 1988 study about the

distances bodies travelled after

they were found by water search

dogs. The study indicated that:

In still water the average

distance was 50 yards from the

PLS (16 cases).

Streams and rivers in normal

flow the average distance found

was 1.1 miles from the PLS (26

cases).

Spate conditions can move a

victim a considerable distance with

an average distance of 13.3 miles

(8 cases).

Gibbs and Woolnough (2007)

Grampian Police study into

missing persons includes a

section on people who go missing

in water and provides some

search tactics that may be

considered useful when briefing

teams.

Perkins, Roberts and Feeny

(2011) also have a small section of

how far people have found in

water-related incidents with the

100% range being 4.5 km (11

cases).

The National Water Safety Forum

(2011) has created a new

database that aims to collect and

analyse information about water-

related deaths and this may offer

further insights into how far away

people are found in water search

incidents.

Anecdotal evidence tends to

support the belief that people who

go missing in water are often

found at distances shorter than

expected. Speaking to fishermen

and Environment Agency officials

can often provide supporting

evidence of water course

behaviours.

General guidance for
water search
managers
Detailed guidance on where to

search is still missing but water

search managers may want to

consider:

Slow moving or static water

search intensively around the initial

planning point out to range of 1-2

times the depth of water. It is also

worth searching downwind of the

initial planning point, especially in

windy conditions.

In moving water, search around

the initial planning point and

downstream. There is evidence to

suggest that people tend not to

travel as far as theoretical

downstream distance and are

often found relatively close to the

initial planning point.

In slower moving water, search

pools and slow moving shallows

as well as entrapment locations.

In faster moving water, check

entrapment areas, including those

generated by the water flow. If a

person has additional buoyancy

(such as a PFD) then they can

travel further.

In spate conditions, it is possible

for a person to be transported

considerable distances. They may

be covered by debris and can

often be difficult to find.

Estuaries often have a complex

three-dimensional flow pattern and

a person held in the water column

may move in a direction different

to the apparent flow.
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